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Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation Design for Evaluation of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Control Systems

Eric R. Mueller*

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, 94035

This paper discusses the construction and testing of hardware-in-the-loop simulations
using a commercial software simulation package and a custom-designed simulation. It
discusses the process of integrating an avionics computer with Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) sensors and actuators, designing and implementing linear and non-linear simulations
of the aircraft, setting up the control system architecture and evaluating various control laws
through the hardware-in-the-loop simulations. Extensive comparisons are made between
the different versions of the simulations to ensure that every step in the piecewise
development of the final simulation is correct. Several types of control systems were tested
on this final simulation. However, despite their adequate tracking of reference trajectories,
none are robust and mature enough to yet consider for in-flight testing. A future work
section discusses options for further development of the control system and modifications to
the simulations to increase their fidelity. A straightforward, detailed and logical process is
provided for setting up hardware-in-the-loop simulations of small UAV systems similar to
the one described here, and evaluating control system performance. Important time and
cost savings from lessons learned in this process are also provided.

I. Introduction
nmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems have proliferatedin recent years due to the falling costsof high
powered, embedded computers,inertial measurement units (IMUs) and other electronic components. Real-

time operating systems suchas VxWorks, QNX, and LinuxRT provide software support for time-critical functions
onboardtheaircraft. Researchers with modestexperience in hardware,softwareandcontrol system design canbuild
a UAV from scratch, althoughthe many technical issues lead most researchersto purchase commercial autopilot
systems1 so they can focus on using the aircraft rather than integrating its componentsand optimizing their
interactions. A complementaryapproachto building and testing the UAV is to purchasea commercialsimulation
package;this solution simply trades money for time.2 The drawbackto purchasinga commercial autopilot is the
inability to customize the control system,which may be a fundamental limitation dependingon the application of
interest.3,4A detailedprocess for designing andtesting UAV control systemsis well known to experts in theareabut
hasnot always beenwell communicated,anoversight that often requiresresearchersto purchase a one-size-fi ts-all
autopilotor reinvent thewheel in each newresearcheffort.

To overcomethe tradeoff between purchasinga black box autopilot andbuilding one from scratch,this paper
describes an approach to designing an autopilot consisting of the basic UAV components, including sensors,
actuatorsandanairframe, to testseveral control systemdesignsvia a seriesof simulations.The resulting integrated
UAV Control System Testbed can be usedto explore the many typesof control systemsthat havebeendeveloped
for generic applications5 without any significant hardware or software modifications. And while far more
sophisticatedUAVs and UAV simulationsystemsexist thanwil l be presentedhere(e.g., Global Hawk and the X-
45), the details of suchaircraft are not widely available in the open li terature. The simulations in these larger
researchprojects aregenerally ill -suited for application to small-scaleUAV efforts because of resourceconstraints.6

On the other end of the spectrum are the relatively common UAV research efforts at universities; however,
descriptionsof thosesimulationstendto focusonhigh level architectureandareshort ondetail.7-9 

The threemain stepsin this developmentof the hardware-in-the-loop (HITL) simulation andbasiccontrol laws
are:1) design andcodethe software driversandother tools that interface the control system with the external, real
world sensors andactuators; 2) designthesimulationsthatwill testthecontrolsystemand implementthatdesign in
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a Simulink† simulation of the nonlinear
dynamics, a Simulink simulation of the linear
dynamics (which is used to develop the
control system), and the final simulation that
runsdirectlyon theavionicscomputer; and 3)
develop the control system and associated
components, including the reference
trajectory generator, sensor fi lters, and sensor
models, and test them in the full nonlinear
simulation based in the avionics computer.
Thenext threesectionsdescribe each of these
stepsin detail.

II. Hardware-Software Integration
This section discusses the UAV’s

hardwareandsoftware systems generally and
then focuses on the important hardware-
software connections that must be used or
emulated by the HITL simulation for high
fidelity testingof thecontrol systems.

A. UAV Systems
The primary componentsof the UAV for the simulation are the airframe,sensors, actuators,andavionics. The

airframeand some of the sensorsare displayed on the laboratorydevelopmentbenchin Figure 1. The airframe
resemblesa sailplane, a necessaryfeaturefor high enduranceapplications, hasa 4-m wingspan,andis able to stay
aloft on its one gallon tank for four hours. It was customizedfor UAV applications by the addition of a large
payload pod on the undersideof the fuselage(not shown in Figure1) to accommodatethe avionicscomputer and
other research electronics. The avionics computer is a PC104stackwith a PentiumCPU,256MB of RAM, a 384
MB flash drive, an A/D conversion board, a radio modem board,and an integrated power conditioning unit with
battery backup. A block diagramshowing the electrical connectionsbetween theavionics, sensorsandactuatorsis
shown in Figure 9 in the Appendix. The operating systemrunning on the avionics computeris QNX, a real-time
operatingsystemthat guaranteesa maximumexecution time for each process. This capability ensuresthe critical
commandandcontrol routineswill always be executedon a rigorousschedulewhetheror not backgroundprocesses
aredemanding CPUtime.

Thesensorsuite on theUAV consistsof an integrated IMU and GPSreceiver, air-dataprobe,hall-effect switch
measuring propeller shaft RPM, and hall-effect sensorsmounted to eachcontrol surfaceservo to measurethe
deflection angle. The IMU containsthree-axis accelerometers, magnetometers, and rate gyros(solid state),and is
integratedwith the WAAS-equippedGPSreceiver to provide a fi ltered aircraft state vector. The air-dataprobe
containsstatic andtotal pressureports, andangle-of-attack andangle-of-sideslip vanes. It wascustom mountedto
the port wing of the UAV, and an electronic anti-aliasing fil ter was connectedto the output of the differential
pressuretransducerto reducehigh-frequency noise before A/D signal conversion. The hall-effect sensors are
mountedto theservosand providea useful check on their operation by giving advanced warning aboutthefailureof
anyof thecontrol surfacesto moveto thedesireddeflection.

The flight control devices on the UAV are: throttle, ailerons, elevator, rudder, flaps and nosewheeldirection.
The actuators that drive thesecontrol surfaces are typical of any largeradio-controlled aircraft: high speed,high
torque hobby servossuppliedby Airtronics. The servostake a Pulse-Width Modulated(PWM) input signal that
commandsan angular displacement, and an internal feedback mechanism maintains this displacementin the
presenceof disturbance inputs. Theavionics compute the appropriatecontrol surfacedeflectionsand send themall
asa message packetover a serial line to anoff-the-shelf servo controller. That controllerinterpretsthecommanded
displacement andgenerates the appropriatePWM signal, which is theroutedto the servo.

† Simulink is a commercial simulation package purchased fromTheMathWorksat www.mathworks.com.

Figure 1. The UAV on its development bench.
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B. Servo Control
A high fidelity simulation requires the avionics computer to send commandsto the servos and readbackservo

deflectionsexactly as it would in fli ght. This incorporatesinto the simulation suchrealistic featuresascommand
andresponsedelays andelectronic noise effects. The avionics computer wasphysically wired to the servos via a
serial connection to a commercial servo controller and a PWM signal to the servos. Functionswere written to
initialize the serial port, packetize the servo commandswith a message header and checksum, and buffer the
characterstrings that comprised themessageso they could bewrittento the serialport. Special two-way command
andcontrolfunctionswere also written to configure and communicate with the servocontroller.

With the ability to sendbasiccommandsto the servos,the next taskwas to setdirection conventions andplace
some software protections in front of any call to change the control surface deflections. The servo protection
function was created by commanding each control surface to move to the limits of the physical linkage on the
aircraft and measuring the value of the input at that point. The servo command function always checks the
commandeddeflection against this limit and changes the commandto the limiting value if it is outside the
predetermined bounds.

The PWM commandsto the servos are in microsecondsof high voltage (4.5 V, typically between1 and 2 ms
with an overall wavelengthof 20 ms), so a conversion function betweenpulsewidth andradianswasrequired. A
table of the deflection values in radians versuspulse width was created for each actuator,and a third order
polynomial fit to the data. An exampleof sucha fit is given in Figure 2. This approach presumesthe servo pulse
widths will consistently drive the servos to the samedeflections, and precludeschangingthe lever arms of the
controlsurface or theorientation of theactuator. This assumption hasbeenborne out overa yearof operation asthe
servosconsistently returnto thesamedeflection for a given pulsewidth command.

C. Sensor Inputs
The physicalconnections betweenthe sensorsand the avionicscomputer comein two flavors: the integrated

IMU/GPS connects over an RS-422 serial line, while the hall -effect sensors, differential pressure transducer,
propellershaft RPM sensor, andα andβ angle sensors(angle of attack andangleof sideslip, respectively) connect to
anA/D conversionboard attachedto theCPU.

A calibration of each sensormust be performed following completion of the physical wiring. The ideal
approach,which provides calibration data for the RPM sensor,pressuretransducer and angle sensorsand helps
refine theaircraft model, is to fly theUAV underdirect pilot controlfrom thegroundusing theRC link. This option
leveragesthe softwareand hardware systems already onboardthe UAV to measureandrecord experimentaldata,
andsaves a significant amountof time if the aircraft is designed to beflown by a remotepilot. Thedrawbackto this
approachis the needfor a full safety analysisandhardwarecheckout at anearly stage in the UAV’s development.
This calibrationmethodis currentlybeingpursuedbut hasnot yet beencarriedto completion.

Thehall-effectsensors are calibratedby commandingtheservosto move to thepredetermineddeflectionpoints
(which were measured during construction of the PWM-to-radianmapping) andaveragingseveraldozenreadings
on eachsensorat each of thosepositions. As notedabove, this doesnot necessarily return theabsolutedeflection of
the control surfaces if the servo positionsdrift over time, but it will allow a warning flag to be raised if the
commandeddeflection is significantly different from that measured by the sensor. A calibration matrix is
automatically constructed as part of the initialization routine at power-up, and from that point on used to translate
sensorreadingsinto actualangulardisplacements.

Figure 2. Measured aileron deflection and 3rd degree polynomial approximation for calibration.
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Thefinal consideration in writing thesensordriver
software is to ensure the desired rates of sensor
readingsis not faster thantheCPUcanhandle while it
is computing control commands,communicating with
the ground,and carrying out the myriad other tasks
associatedwith piloting the UAV. The appropriate
sensor rates were determined by this CPU speed
consideration, the desired frequencyof the individual
data types,and the capacity of the wiring itself (a particular concern for the largedatavolumescoming across the
relatively slow serial link). The sensor data ratesselected from theseconsiderationsaredisplayedin Table1. 

III. Simulation
Thekey to ensuringa UAV is safeand its controlsystemrobust is a rigorousprogramof testing andsimulation.

This canusually be accomplishedby executing severalcyclesof design, test,andsimulation at the highestpossible
fideli ty, which this section describes. The simulations usetwo framesof reference: anEarth-Centered, Earth-Fixed
(ECEF)frame and a body-axis frame,bothof which aredefinedin theusualway.1,10 Thesystemused to reference
Earth’sgeoid is WGS84,10 and standardEuler angle conventionsareused. Whenunit vectorsareemployedin the
following sections theappropriate frame wil l bedesignated by using eitherb or e with the relevant subscripts (e.g.,
ez for theEarth’s rotation axisor by for thebody-fixedpitchaxis).

A. Nonlinear Simulink Simulation
The initial simulation of the UAV was implemented using the Mathworks’ block diagram-basedsimulation

utilit y, Simulink. This software was selectedbecausedesign and construction of the simulation would be fairly
rapid, a large number of add-on tools (“toolboxes”) were available to simplify analysis of the modelsandcontrol
system,andbecause it is easyto expand andmodify.

The heart of the non-linear simulation is a set of lookup tables that interpolate the valuesof the stabilit y
derivatives as functions of angle of attack and sideslip. These derivatives are converted to the appropriate
coefficients(lift, drag,x-moment, etc.) through multiplication by some combination of aircraft andenvironmental
states(dynamic pressure, referencelengths and areas,etc.) and summingof the variouscomponentsof the specific
coefficients(e.g., CL = CL0+CLα+CLq+CLailerons+…). The derivative lookup tables themselves wereobtainedfrom a
panel codedevelopedat NASA AmescalledLinAir.11

The highestlevel block diagram of the simulation is shown in Figure 3. The block labeled “UAV Model”
containsall the necessarysimulation environment data, including atmosphericconditions,actuatorsaturation,and
aircraft dynamics. The “Sensor Model” block contains the sensor emulation code with baseline modelsof each
sensor,noisyoutputsof theactual environment variablesto replicate sensoroutputs,and unit conventionsthatmatch
the actual sensors.

Figure 3. Block diagram of Simulink Simulation. Thick vertical bars represent the combination or
separation of the longitudinal and lateral states.

Table 1. Sensor data rates
Sensor Data Rate (Hz)
IMU 50 
ADP – DifferentialPressure 10
ADP – α andβ vanes 10
Hall sensors 10
PropellerShaft RPM 10
GPS 10
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The “ReferenceInput” block is primarily usedin the validation of the simulation andis not the reference input
that would normally be used to drive the aircraft along the nominal trajectory. The inputs required to follow the
nominal trajectory are part of the simulation but are not shownon the diagrambecausethey would unnecessarily
clutter the figure. This block containsa seriesof switchesthatallow theexperimenter to senda unit impulse,step,
doublet, or zero input to any or all of the control surfaces. It is not intended for use with the feedbackcontroller.
This setup was found to be useful at each stageof the simulation becauseit built in a method for ensuring
consistencyat everystep.

Thesimulation hasseveral featuresbeyondthestandardaircraft dynamicequations that introducegreaterrealism
to the test. Those dynamic equations are standard and can be found in many aerodynamicstexts.12,13 Features
currentlyimplemented in the simulationincludea static wind field and atmospheric properties thatarefunctions of
altitude.Futurework will implementa spatially complex, time-dependentwind field, a moredetailedengine model,
variationin the CG location, andother characteristics thatimprovethe simulation’s realism.

The response of the non-linear UAV model to initial conditions near the calculated equilibrium, assuminga
nominal forward thrust,waschecked to ensure satisfactory performanceof the nonlinearsimulation. The aircraft
startsat aninitial angleof attack of 0.61degrees at a body-axis longitudinal velocity of 20.8 m/s, andremains at this
equilibrium subject to the caveats discussed in the following section. The phugoid mode of the aircraft is
approximately 10 secondslong,a reasonablenumber for anaircraft at this trim speed.

The response to the sameinitial conditions, but subject to a doublet input in aileronsis displayedin Figure 4.
The longitudinal dynamics arelittle affectedby this input,but the roll and yaw anglesslowly beginto diverge. This
yaw instability may be causedby a combination of the large payload pod centeredon the fuselageand the small
vertical tail. In any case,theslowdivergenceof theresponsesuggests that modeshould becontrollable.

Thenext test of thesimulation waswith a step input to the elevator, the results of which areshown in Figure5.
The 3° input correspondsto a pitch-up maneuver,in responseto which theaircraftbeginsto climb. Theoscillations
tradekinetic andpotential energywith a period of abouttenseconds,closely matching thephugoidmode.

Step, impulse,doublet and combinations of thoseinputs were tested for each actuator. The responsesall show
appropriateand expected behavior, lending credence to the conclusion that the non-linear Simulink simulation is
accurateenoughto design thecontrol systemand validate thestability of thesystemnearequilibrium.

Figure 4. Response of UAV in Simulink non-linear simulation to a doublet input in ailerons.
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B. Linear Simulink Simulation
Thenextsimulation step leading to thedevelopmentof the

control system is to linearize the equations of motion and
check that the linear system matches the non-linear one for
suffic iently large departures from equilibrium. This
linearization can be done in several ways, all based on
analyzing the contributions of the stability derivatives to the
aircraft dynamicsnear a selected equilibrium value. While it is
straightforwardto comeup with the stateequationsmanually,
Simulink provides a built-in linearization function that is fast
andefficient andofferseither manualor automatic selection of
the operating point. Thenon-linear simulation wasrearranged
so that each control system input, given in Table 2, is
represented by an input port, and each state of the control
systeman output port. This allows Simulink to use basic
perturbation methodsto calculate the effects of the inputs on
the statesnearthe selected equilibrium value. The operating
point usedfor thecontrolsystemdesign is thetrimmed flight state, which wasgiven in theabovesection.

Simulink will automatically createa state spacerepresentation of the system onceit is given these parameters.
This representation canbe analyzed usingMatlab’sstep() and impulse() commands; however, it is simpler and more
consistentto placethestate space modelin a secondSimulink simulation so that initializationandanalysis routines
written for the non-linear model can be reused. The matricescomprisingthe linearmodel may be found in the
Appendixin Figure10.

Theresponseof the linear systemshowedgoodagreementwith thenon-linear systemfor smalldeparturesfrom
equilibrium, and differences between the linear and nonlinear simulations are minor. The longitudinal velocity
reachesa lowerminimumin the linear simulation of elevator responsethan thenon-linearsimulation, andthepitch
anglereachesa slightly higher maximum. The aileron doubletresponseis nearly identical in the two cases. This
result suggests that a stable controller may be designedfor the actual UAV usinganyof severalmethodsbasedon
the linearmodel, includingLQR or LQG, successive loop closure, or a gainscheduledcontroller.

Linearization of the UAV dynamicsallows a quick check of the validity of the UAV model with respectto the
yaw instability shown in Figure4. If theaircraft is truly unstable that fact should be reflectedin thestatetransition
matrix’s eigenvaluesas long as the linearization was carriedout correctly. The state matrix has three unstable

Figure 5. Response of UAV in Simulink non-linear simulation to a step input in elevator. Dotted green
line in upper left graph is the unperturbed trajectory of the aircraft.

Table 2. States and inputs of the linear UAV
model
States: x

v
Inputs: u

v

xe position (vertical) δa ailerons
ye position (longitudinal) δe elevator
ze position (lateral) δr rudder
ub long. body-axisCG velocity δf flaps
vb lat. body-axis CG velocity δth throttle
wb vert. body-axis CG velocity
p aircraft angular rateaboutxb

q aircraft angular rateaboutyb

r aircraft angular rateaboutzb

φ Euler angle(roll )
θ Eulerangle(pitch)
ψ Euler angle(yaw)
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eigenvaluesat x=0.02±0.66i and0.08. A modalanalysisshowsthattheconjugate pair of eigenvaluescorrespondsto
an unstablephugoid mode, which causes the UAV to experience oscillations that grow to an amplitude of 10 m
within about threeminutes. The real eigenvaluecorrespondsto the spiral mode discussed in theabovesection and
referencedasyaw instability . That instability is alsoslow; the linear modelanalysisindicatestheyaw would reach
45̊ only after three minutes. The UAV has beenflown manually by an RC pilot so these instabilitiesare slow
enoughnot to require special compensation; however, the presence of such dynamics probably suggests the
aerodynamicmodel shouldberevisitedto ensureno otherunforeseen problemsare present.

C. Hardware-in-the-loop Simulation
Several approachesto implementing a hardware-in-the-loop simulation are possible. The first simulation

architectureexplored involved sending simulated IMU, GPSand air data probe datato the UAV’s avionicsfrom
Simulink over a serial line. Thehall-effectsensorscould directly measurethe servodeflections andso did not have
to be simulated in this way. The avionics would then calculate the control commandsbasedon the reference
trajectoryand real and simulated sensordata, and the control surface deflections would be sent back to Simulink.
The onboardsoftware would therefore be identical to the fl ight software except for the simulated sensor data.
Simulink would handlethe modeling of the atmosphere, environment andmotionsof the aircraft, therebyproviding
the highest fidelity testingof theautopilot possiblewithout actually flying the UAV.

Unfortunately, this plan did not work becauseof the lack of an external interface(e.g., serial) from within the
simulationandbecause the available version of Simulink did not allow real-time execution. This last problemwas
the critical limitation becausethe two simulations could not be synchronizedwithout additional Mathworks
toolboxes(Realtime Workshop). This approach is only mentioned as a lesson-learned in the hope that other
researcherswill not alsoattemptto apply commercial toolsin ways theyarenot intended.

An alternative approach was explored in which the entire simulation was codedin a Matlab “ .m” file. This
alleviated the interface problem becausea customserial driver may be programmedin Matlab. It also partially
solved the real-time execution issueby allowing time stamps to be exchangedat each integrationstep, which
synchronizedthe two programs’ execution. However, the execution of the simulationusing this method was too
slow for real-timeapplication.

Themoststraightforward andflexible, if also mosttime consumingresolution to these problemswasto codethe
entiresimulation in C on the avionicscomputer. Therewould be no interfaceproblems becauseall aspectsof the
simulationwould run on a single machine, the program would execute quickly enough because C is a compiled
rather thaninterpretedlanguage, andthesimulation could beexecuted in real-timeby usingblockingprocesses and
wakeup timers. It is also an inexpensiveoption because no additional software is needed. The main drawbacks
were the need to write a new,complexsimulation programin C andto validatethis simulation’soperationagainst
the Simulink model. However,somefunctions required in the final fl ight control softwarewerewritten during the
avionicscomputer implementation of theHITL simulation, sothis approachdid have ancillary benefits.

The statedata receivedfrom the sensorsduring fl ight will contain non-negligible noise components, so the
sensordatain the HITL simulation requiredcomparabledegradation. A relatively simple noisemodel wascreated
for eachsensorby measuringthemeanandvariance of thesensoroutputfor a singleoperatingpoint, usually when
the sensorshould be reporting a zero measurement. For instance, the noise was measured on the differential
pressuretransducer, which outputs the differencebetween total and static pressure, when the difference was
theoreticallyzero. This method doesignorethepotentially differenterror characteristics of the sensorwhenit is at
the limits of itsoutput (e.g., maximumpressure difference), but themethodisa good fi rst orderapproximationto the
true flight environmentandcanbemademoresophisticatedwith measurements takenduring RC fl ight. A detailed
discussionof thehall sensornoisemodelisgiven in Section IV-C. 

Validation of the HITL simulation was done in the samemanner as validation of the linear simulation: the
responseof theUAV to open loop impulse,stepand doubletcommandswasmeasuredandcomparedwith thenon-
linear model in theSimulink simulation. In general, theHITL simulation showsgoodagreementwith thenon-linear
simulation, but several minor differences remain despite extensive debugging and laborious comparisons. An
exampleof the UAV’s operation in the HITL simulation, subject to control inputs, will be discussed in SectionV.
Most of thestatedif ferencesbetweenthetwo simulationsfor a given control input are small (lessthan10%),andthe
benchmarkcomparisoncases(elevator stepandaileron doublet) accuratelyreproducethe results shown in Figure4
andFigure5. 
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IV. Control System
The HITL simulation’s primary purpose is to assessthe control system’sstability, error characteristics, and

speed of response. This section discussesseveralremaining aspects of theoverall control system,includingcreation
of a reference trajectory, modeling the servos for inclusion in the overall control system,designinga filt er for the
hall effectsensorsto enable closed loop feedbackof servopositions,and the designof a basiccontroller.

A. Reference Trajectory
The generation of a referencetrajectoryprovedto beone of the mostinterestingandchallengingaspectsof the

project. In general,the existenceof a referencetrajectory is frequently takenfor grantedin control systemdesign.
However,a number of informative texts on the subject do exist that wereusedasa starting point for the current
design.14-18 For thisUAV application, thegoalwas accuratetracking of position with time. A two-stageprocesswas
designedto provide the referencetrajectory: the first would be a hybrid analytical/heuristicalgorithm to placea
continuoustrajectory between each waypoint, assign a velocity to segments of the trajectory, and rebuild an
auxiliary pathbackto theoriginal trajectorywhentheUAV passesa given error threshold;thesecondstagecreates
the full-state reference, providing eachstatelistedin Table 2 at any time alongthetrajectory.

The approachto designinga control systemwith which to exercise the HITL simulation was to usea simple
Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) becausethis method would quickly provide adequate feedback gains. A
drawbackof the LQR, however, is the needto know the full reference state at every time step. While this is
relatively easyto do for position,states like the Euler anglesare not nearly asstraightforward. The mostgeneral
approachwould be to numerically solve the full set of nonlinear equations that describe the aircraft’s dynamics;
however,a simpler approachis to calculate a roughapproximation to the lessimportant statesand design the LQR
so that errors in thosestatescarry little cost. Only position or velocity state errors would be heavily weighted, so
potentially good trajectory following could occur even without good a priori knowledgeof the completereference
state. Theequationsused in this methodare:
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TheEuleranglesandgroundposition variablescan benumerically differentiatedand filtered, and theremaining
statevariables(body axis velocitiesandbody axisangular rates)calculated from the aircraftdynamicalequations.12

The poorest assumption made in Eq. (1) was to setthe constant in the θ equation equal to 2. This set the angleof
attack for a zeroclimb rateequalto thecurrent flight pathangle (sincethe inverse sine term is theflight pathangle).
For the expected slow climb ratesof this aircraft that approximation should be sufficient. Some simultaneous
solution or iteration of the above equations is necessary, but the problem hasbeensignificantly simplif ied while
remainingaccurateenough to permit a control solution,as will beshownin Section V. 

B. Servo Model
The servomodel wascomputed by feeding a chirp signal into the servosandmeasuring the responseusing the

hall sensors. Becausethe hall sensorshavea direct analog connection to the avionics computerandthat signal is
being sampled at 200 kHz (roughly 10 kHz per hall sensor) it was assumedthat the sensoroutput would be
suffic iently fastwhen compared with themechanical servo responsethat its dynamicscouldbeneglected. Theinput
signal beganat a frequencyof π rad/s and increased linearly with time to 5π rad/s 30 seconds later, with an
amplitudeequal to themaximummechanical range of the servo. A bodeplot of theservoresponse computedusing
the Matlab SystemID Toolbox is shownin Figure 6. 
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Several servomodelsof varying order werecreatedby feeding this data into theMatlab SystemID Toolbox, with
the transfer functionof thebest fitti ng model being:

( )27.14

216

)(

)(

+
=

ssU

sY
(2)

To validate the servo model a set of full range of
motion stepinputs andconstantamplitude,high frequency
inputswassentto both the servos andthe servo model. It
was observed that the model predicts the output of the
servos well. The model was then inserted into the
Simulink simulation, linearized around zero degrees of
deflection to obtain the linear model, and codedinto the
HITL simulation. The above simulation results
incorporatedonly simplerate and saturation limi ts, but the
following control systemtestsusethe modelgiven in Eq.
(2). 

C. Kalman Filter for Control Surface Sensing
It was necessaryto measure the accuracy of the hall

sensors to determine whether they could be used for
closed-loop measurement of the control surface
deflections, or whethertheservooutputhad to bemodeled
from the open-loop servo commands. The manufacturer of theseparticular hall-effect sensors describes the output
(over 60 degrees)asrangingbetween0.5and4.5V, with an accuracy of 0.025V. Theaccuracyoversucha rangeis
just 0.375 degrees,which is about 10% of the full scale magnitude. To confirm these data and quantify the
magnitudeof the sensor noisethe outputof the hall sensorwasmeasuredwhenthe servowasstationary. The raw
outputof thehall sensor, mounted to the flap servoin this case, is shown in Figure7 in blue. The meanvalue of the
outputnoiseis -0.0639degrees,thevariance is0.055degrees,and the range is 1.045degrees.

A Kalman filt er can often reduce the randomnoise from a sensor and provide a betterestimateof the actual
output.The measurederror distribution of thehall sensoris not perfectly Gaussian,but it is close enough to consider
a Kalman filter implementation.Thecanonical filter assumesonly a white noiseinput, but in this casetheservois
being drivenby thecontrol systemandsotheinput is not entirely random. However,the systemin questionis linear
so the estimate canbe decomposed into deterministic (servo commands) andnon-deterministic (hall sensornoise)
components and eachestimated separately.19 The deterministic estimate is trivial sinceit is just the output of the
above servomodel, while the non-
deterministic noise input is
estimatedfrom the noisemeanand
variance values. The improved
output using this techniquewith a
zero input signal, along with the
rawsignal,is shown in Figure7. 

D. Control Law Development
The most successful control

strategytested on theUAV wasan
LQR operating on the 12 states
listed in Table 2, with the success
criterion being the minimum
position error with respect to the
reference trajectory. Other
strategiesthat were examined but
never carriedto anequivalent level

Figure 6. Bode plot of the servo response, obtained
from an input chirp signal between π and 5π rad/s.

Figure 7. Kalman filter results on hall sensor output given no input to
the servos.
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of maturity included successive loop closure, feedback linearization, model predictive control and generalized
predictivecontrol.5 In the LQR strategy the continuoustime state spacerepresentation of the linearizedmodel was
convertedinto a discrete time representation according to:
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dd
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=
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∞

∑
)(

!
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wherethesubscript d representsthediscreteequivalent, ⊥A is thepseudo-inverseof A (becauseA is not of full
rank A-1 does not exist), anddT is the timestepof thediscretesystem.Theweighting matricesQ andR of standard
LQR design, which determine thecostof non-zerovalues of the stateerrorand input,respectively, wereselectedso
that errorsin position costsignificantly more thanerrorsin the other states. Theflap inputsarepenalizedmorethan
the otherinputsbecausethe useof flaps outsidetakeoff and landingoperations is not a standardway of controlling
anaircraft. A parameter µ multiplies Q to changetherelativecostof state errorsversusinputs. For this first, basic
implementation of thecontrol systemthe approachwasto simply increasethe value of µ until theUAV responseto
positionerrors greater than20 m wasunstable. When errorsgreater thanthatthreshold occur theavionicsreplanthe
referencetrajectory.

V. Control System Results in Simulation
Thefollowing results of thecontrol systemdesignwereobtainedusingthe full stateLQR describedin theabove

section, andonly the positionerror betweenthe referenceand actual trajectories wasusedto calculatethe control
inputs. For the Simulink non-linear simulation the controller is continuous time, and the tracking of a sinusoidal
referencetrajectory is relatively good with position errors less than 1 m. Control power requirements were not
excessive, with a maximumailerondeflectionof about3˚. 

TheHITL simulation wasrun under thesameconditionsastheSimulink non-linearsimulation:no nominal,feed
forward inputs to anticipate turns,a servo modelto providerate anddeflection limiting, andartifici al noise addedto

Figure 8. UAV closed loop response in HITL simulation, using an LQR to track a sinusoidal input in the
lateral direction: zref=20*sin(2πt/20).
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the sensoroutputs. Noise wasalso presentin the hall effect sensorsbecausethey were not being simulated. The
flight control software hadbeen written and used in the simulation to generatea reference trajectory, measureand
recordthesensoroutputs,and model theaerodynamicsof the UAV.

The responseof the UAV in the HITL simulationwasmeasuredfor a sinusoidal lateral reference trajectoryof
amplitude 20 m and period of 20 seconds, andis shown in Figure8. The trackingof this referenceinput is not as
accurateasit is in theSimulink simulation, a result likely dueto the additional noise in thehardwaresystems. Better
tracking canbe obtainedwith a highervalueof µ (the tradeoffbetweeninput cost andstate error cost),but the full
control system will usethe nominalfeed forward inputs to track a sinusoidal reference trajectoryandso the higher
gainmaybecounter productive, especially in thepresenceof increasedsensornoise.

VI. Conclusions and Future Work
This paperhas discussedthe integration of an avionics computer with sensors and actuators, designing and

implementing several typesof simulationsto assistin the design, implementation, andtesting of a control system,
and evaluating a control law through an HITL simulation. The simulation’s implementationhas largely been
completed,although additional functionsremainto be addedto increaseoverall fidelity. Examplesof near-term
changesinclude a better model of the propulsion system, addition of more realistic sensornoise characteristics
includingbiases, andinclusionof thenominalinputs required to follow anarbitrary trajectory.

A control systemhasbeendesigned, codedand tested,and shows decent dynamic responsecharacteristics for a
first implementation, but significant additional work wil l be required to field a flight-ready system. The common
approachof linearizing the dynamicsaroundseveral operating points and modeswitching betweenthem during
flight will likely bediscardedin favor of more general techniques,including feedbacklinearizationand generalized
predictivecontrol.

A short-term goal of the project is to evaluate additional simulation architecturesusing more sophisticated
analysis tools to automatethe processof simulation, control system design, and coding. Tools that warrantsuch
evaluationaretheRealtime Workshop (RTW), RTW Embedded Coder (which writesC codefor RTW), the Stateflow
andStateflow Coder toolboxes,andtheAerospace Blockset. TheseToolboxeswill allow theconstruction of a more
sophisticatedandflexible simulation, design of thecontrol systemwithin Simulink, andautomaticgenerationof the
coderequired for the flight control system. The tradeoff in their useis the additionaltime spent learninghow to
apply themto a UAV project and their considerablecost versusthe higher anticipatedproductivity and increased
UAV functionality andreliability.
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Appendix

Figure 9. Block diagram of UAV hardware systems. DPT is the differential pressure transducer, green lines
are commands coming from the avionics, red lines are sensor data, magenta lines are analog signals, and blue
lines digital signals. The name of each component is at the top of the box in black, followed by the names of
the inputs and outputs color coded according to signal type.
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